


For most, vacation is sacred. It's designated time

to step away from life's everyday stressors and

focus on the things that resonate most with our

sense of calm and satisfaction. However, what's

one man's ideal vacation is another's worst case

scenario, making the process of picking a well-

suited travel destination all the more

complicated. The solution? Zodiac-inspired

travel, obviously.

We tapped Astrologer Alice Bell to lend her

expertise on travel characteristics each sign

should prioritize. Her insights range from

choosing to adventure all alone to picking cities

that offer heritage and history (with a little food

and wine thrown in for good measure)..  In any

event, continue ahead for your guide on where

to travel this fall and beyond based on your

sign.

A hallmark of Aquarius travel style is

independence. "Aquarius goes against the

grain and usually does their own thing when it

comes to vacation," Bell says. "They like to have

a lot of freedom so they may like taking solo

trips every now and then." And because

Aquarius is an air sign, they're thirst for

knowledge comes into play. "They like to be

the first people to discover a new place so that

they can come back and tell everyone about

it," she says. "They also like to learn new

information and keep their minds occupied.

So, anywhere they can visit sites and learn."
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WHERE TO TRAVEL THIS FALL

BASED ON YOUR ZODIAC SIGN

https://www.instagram.com/stalkalice/?hl=en
https://coveteur.com/zodiac-fall-travel


WHERE TO
TRAVEL: 

This Danish city is a no-brainer for independent travelers like

Aquarius. The destination offers a balanced mix of history,

cuisine, architecture, and green living. Coco Hotel is a new

boutique property dreamt up with elegant minimalism in

mind (think custom furniture and woodwork made with

local artisans and unique art in every room) and is known for

its ambitious sustainability initiatives. Aquarius will be able to

fill their itinerary with must-see stops like the historic maritime

Christianshavn area, UNESCO World Heritage site Kronborg

castle, and a stroll around Hans Christian Andersen's iconic

haunts. Also worth noting, Copenhagen is best explored by

bicycle, so be sure to locate rental locations and enticing routes.

C O P E N H A G E N ,  D E N M A R K

AQUARIUS
( JANUARY  20  -  FEBRUARY  1 8 )

https://coco-hotel.com/
https://coco-hotel.com/sustainability
https://www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen/activities/hans-christian-andersens-copenhagen

